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Abstract: This article aims to outline new data on the urbanization of Populonia starting from
its foundation, with particular reference to the results of archaeological surveys carried out by
the University of Siena since the 1980s. The landscape archaeology approach has allowed us to
reconstruct the Etruscan city’s organization of settlements as well as its management of resources.
In addition, this investigative tool has proven the most effective method to detect both places of
economic or ideological centrality and specific liminal landscapes in the territory of Populonia.
The urban development of the Etruscan city represents an anomalous case for several reasons that
are mainly dependent on its shape, which required unconventional choices in the organization and
management of its territory and natural resources. Our research leads us to suggest that the Etruscan
city’s acropolis seems to have played the role of central place starting right from the establishment of
the city. Within some of the new acquisitions coming from my PhD research we have to consider the
feature of the hilltop fortresses system and the detection of a “liminal landscape” in the northeastern
stretch of the territory between Populonia and Volterra. This particular part of the landscape had
been a sacred district with a strong peripheral character and possibly close connections to the central
place thanks to the significant availability of natural resources.
Keywords: landscape archaeology; Populonia; settlement organization; supply basin; central place;
hilltop fortresses; liminal landscape; connectivity; viewshed analysis; sacred areas

1. Introduction
This paper aims to outline some of the most important phases of Populonia’s urban development
starting from its foundation, with particular reference to the results of archaeological surveys carried
out by the University of Siena since the 1980s. My new data on the urbanization of Populonia is
one of the most significant results of my PhD research project focused on the development of the
Populonia frontier and territory with respect to the neighboring Etruscan centers of Volterra to the
north, and Vetulonia and Roselle to the south. To pursue this goal, I reconstructed both the organization
of the settlements and the management system of resources applied by Populonia on the longue durée,
moving from the Late Bronze–Early Iron Age to the Hellenistic period. In this paper, I concentrate on
the period between the 6th century BC to the 3rd century BC, before Populonia was incorporated into
the Roman Empire.
From this point of view, my PhD research could be included in the general branch of knowledge
concerning the definition of the political and ethnic frontiers between one or more communities.
Although the human need to establish cultural-group borders already existed long before, it was only
starting from the end of the 19th century that the frontier became a subject of study. Some scholars
investigated this field by making historical border reconstructions, within the context of military
interests of colonialism and nationalism politics [1] (p. 23). F. J. Turner, on the contrary, studying
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the frontier in American history, interpreted it entirely as free lands to colonize, taking no interest
in indigenous people living there [2]. From the 1950s, when most European colonies gained their
independence, some scholars, such as Owen Lattimore, considered the frontier as the area of interaction
between people from different cultures [3]. The scientific debate of the 1970s saw the predominance
of both the core–periphery model and the emergence of the world system theory [4], well-suited to
explain the hierarchical organizations of trade connections in the world. In terms of archaeological
perspective, this system was the first theoretical model that tried to explain the influence of the contacts
between different communities on promoting cultural changes in specific ethnic groups [5–7]. During
the last two decades of the 20th century, some areas of research highlighted an idea of the frontier as
a permeable meeting zone and cultural exchange area depending both on the flexibility of the political
authority and the elasticity of its territorial control [8,9].
Although political frontiers can be considered some of the most visible evidence of ethnic identity
in pre-Roman central Italy, my study specifically deals with political frontiers on the sub-regional
level [10]. As G. Cifani, L. Ceccarelli and S. Stoddart note, “In pre-Roman Etruria, as a general rule,
we can say that frontiers take a number of forms depending on the configuration of the power centers,
the physical circumscription of the area and the topography of the landscape” [10] (p. 164).
The need to study and define the territorial limits of specific communities requires the interaction
with other scientific approaches, such as spatial archeology and landscape archaeology, specifically
to understand the ways in which people in the past constructed and used the environment around
them. The first approach encourages the application of both modern geographic-economic models and
statistics to archaeological evidence in order to interpret site distributions in the landscape [11] (p. 9).
Among the most interesting interpretative models, we have to mention: (1) the Early State Module,
applied at first to Mycenaean Greece state societies, then to Etruscan cities [12] (pp. 3–59); this method
was recently implemented by the XTENT model that permits variations in the size of territory, also
evaluating the “friction” of the physiography of the landscape [13]; (2) the Thiessen Polygon Method,
to describe settlement patterns based on territorial divisions centered on a single site or feature; (3) the
peer polity interaction to explain change in society and in material culture [14]. A recent update is
also the landscapes of power theory that aims to develop analytical models to simulate and study
political arrangements of ancient territories. This approach intersects various disciplines, such as social
archaeology, anthropology and geography [15–17].
Landscape archaeology is an area of study that surpasses the conventional boundaries between
disciplines and provides a fresh perspective and a powerful investigative tool to address research
questions related to the conscious and the unconscious shaping of the land and the process of
organizing space, involving interactions between the physical environment and human presence.
Landscape is never inert: people are directly associated with it, rework it, appropriate it and
contextualize it [18] (p. 3). As Ashmore notes, “prominent among the meaning of landscape are power
and identity, variously defined and expressed in sundry forms” [19]. As landscape delineates memory
and declares identity, the land itself plays a fundamental role in social-cultural order and in human
relationship [20]. Furthermore, “as a community merges with its habitus through the actions and
activities of its members, the landscape may become a key reference point for expressions of individual,
as well as group, identity” [21].
Thus, the methodological approach chosen to carry out the detection of Populonia frontiers and
the development of its territory was basically multidisciplinary and it derived from: (1) a detailed
collection of records and knowledge coming from different sources, such as archive documents,
historical and epigraphic sources, as well as archeological and geological data; and (2) the setting-up
of a specific geographic information system, capable of storing, managing and analyzing the different
kinds of data and displaying them on a map.
Since the 1980s, thanks to the results from archaeological surveys carried out by the University
of Siena, research on the territorial organization of Populonia has improved and the landscape
archaeology approach, as a whole, has shown itself to be the most effective method of identifying the
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formidable food supply, Populonia could draw on other resources in the form of mixed sulphides and
iron ore extracted from the quarry of the Campigliese district and the Island of Elba, as well as the
Buca delle Fate site.
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Secondly, there are not many literary sources about Populonia, but one of the most interesting
Secondly, there are not many literary sources about Populonia, but one of the most interesting
legendary traditions is referred to by the Late Antiquity writer Servius, who indicated Populonia as
legendary traditions is referred to by the Late Antiquity writer Servius, who indicated Populonia as
the last city founded among the Etruscan centers; he also suggested three possible provenences of
the last city founded among the Etruscan centers; he also suggested three possible provenences of the
the founders: as settlers from Corsica, or from Volterra, or as a group that forced out a previous
founders: as settlers from Corsica, or from Volterra, or as a group that forced out a previous community.
community. Although this source is not easily verified, the hypothesis of a close relationship
Although this source is not easily verified, the hypothesis of a close relationship between the Island of
between the Island of Corsica and Populonia might be deduced from the analogies of specific
Corsica and Populonia might be deduced from the analogies of specific material culture and funerary
material culture and funerary practices during the 9th and the 8th century BC [28]. It is significant
practices during the 9th and the 8th century BC [28]. It is significant that the same analogies can also
that the same analogies can also be identified in the Iron Age material culture, including both
be identified in the Iron Age material culture, including both imported and imitation goods [29] as
imported and imitation goods [29] as well as funerary practices from Sardinia and the Island of Elba.
well as funerary practices from Sardinia and the Island of Elba. Some rituals present here have been
Some rituals present here have been directly attributed to Sardinian and Corsican influences: for
directly attributed to Sardinian and Corsican influences: for instance, the early adoption of burial
instance, the early adoption of burial rituals and the practice of burying a group of people in caverns
rituals and the practice of burying a group of people in caverns or natural clefts spread throughout the
or natural clefts spread throughout the Island of Elba and is well attested in the Riparo Biserno site
Island of Elba and is well attested in the Riparo Biserno site (San Vincenzo-Livorno). A high level of
(San Vincenzo‐Livorno). A high level of connectivity must have linked these local communities.
connectivity must have linked these local communities. Thus, it is likely that the maritime trades in
Thus, it is likely that the maritime trades in this part of the Tyrrhenian Sea were controlled by clan
this part of the Tyrrhenian Sea were controlled by clan families who lived in Populonia, and on the
families who lived in Populonia, and on the Islands of Elba, Corsica and Sardinia. The situation
Islands of Elba, Corsica and Sardinia. The situation could also be proved by the lack of material culture
could also be proved by the lack of material culture coming from areas external to this specific trade
coming from areas external to this specific trade network [30]. In the late Iron Age, Vetulonia took part
network [30]. In the late Iron Age, Vetulonia took part in this trade network, too and it seemed to be
in this trade network, too and it seemed to be in competition with Populonia [31] (p. 286). The Island
in competition with Populonia [31] (p. 286). The Island of Elba, in all probability, was included in the
of Elba, in all probability, was included in the Populonia dominions at least from the Early Iron Age,
Populonia dominions at least from the Early Iron Age, if not before [32]. The Villanovan Populonia
if not before [32]. The Villanovan Populonia appears to be the hub of a geographical district rich in
appears to be the hub of a geographical district rich in resources and not only as a crucial junction of
resources and not only as a crucial junction of Tyrrhenian passage but also of the main Mediterranean
Tyrrhenian passage but also of the main Mediterranean routes [22].
routes [22].
Thirdly, the growth of Populonia seems to differ slightly from the “city‐territory” model, or
Thirdly, the growth of Populonia seems to differ slightly from the “city-territory” model,
urbs‐ager, based on the city’s prevalent role over its countryside. Populonia appears closer to the
or urbs-ager, based on the city’s prevalent role over its countryside. Populonia appears closer to the
example of some Magna Grecia colonies’ territorial evolutions, such as Metaponto [33],
example of some Magna Grecia colonies’ territorial evolutions, such as Metaponto [33], characterized
characterized by a strong dualism of the political center on the acropolis and the surrounding lands.
by a strong dualism of the political center on the acropolis and the surrounding lands. This duality
This duality is highlighted by the analysis of the relationship that the city established with its supply
is highlighted by the analysis of the relationship that the city established with its supply basin [26]
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active center) and are thus judged to be marginal also from a social perspective. From the local
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5. Conclusions
This article aims to outline my new data on the urbanization of Populonia starting from its
foundation, with particular reference to the results of archaeological surveys carried out by the
University of Siena since the 1980s. The landscape archaeology approach has allowed us to reconstruct
the Etruscan city’s organization of settlements as well as its management of resources. In addition, this
investigative tool has proven the most effective method to detect both places of economic or ideological
centrality and specific liminal landscapes in the territory of Populonia. Our research leads us to
suggest—in spite of several anomalies in the urban development process and unconventional choices
in the control of Populonia’s territory—that the Etruscan city’s acropolis seems to have played the role
of central place starting right from the establishment of the city. A hierarchical settlement system, based
on a network of sites and the foundation of new population centers, was promoted starting from the
end of the 9th—the beginning of the 8th century BC. Once the city ended its development process and,
especially, in the Hellenistic period, policies such as the hierarchical settlement system in the chora and
supply basin exploitation were mainly implemented through the foundation of hilltop fortresses both
on the mainland and on the Island of Elba. The central place was again concentrated on the Populonia
acropolis which, endowed with an upper wall, became the main focus of the fortified settlements
and the stronghold of the defence against Roman imperialism. Within some of the new acquisitions
coming from my PhD research we have to consider the feature of the hilltop fortresses system and
the detection of a “liminal landscape” in the northeastern stretch of the territory between Populonia
and Volterra. This particular part of the landscape had been a sacred district with a strong peripheral
character and possibly close connections to the central place thanks to the significant availability of
natural resources.
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